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Issue Comment Reasoning
General Clarification There are some very important key components missing in the draft 

document. It is therefore difficult to assess how the recommendations in 
the draft document should be interpreted. Moreover, in the text there are 
often words used like "should", "desirable" and "appropriate". Since these 
Recommendations, Key Considerations (KC) and Best Practices (BP) will be 
the basis on which security for Third Party (TP) access rights will be built, 
the wording needs to be more precise and distinct.

General - Contractual 
Agreements

Amendment/clarification One very important factor is that the document is unfortunately 
completely silent as regards the need for a contractual relationship, which 
is a necessity in this context, between the TP and the account servicing 
Payment Service Provider (PSP). It should be based on contractual 
freedom. There are several recommendations and KC: s that require some 
sort of collaboration between a TP and the PSP, e.g. KC 3.3 and 5.4. It has 
to be taken into account, that there are TP: s which have declared that 
they don’t want an agreement and/or cooperation with a PSP/Bank. Under 
these circumstances it is difficult if not possible, to put in place procedures 
“for cooperating on major security incidents…” (KC  3.3). It has to be clear 
which party is responsible in which part of the end-to-end process, in case 
of incidents.
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General - A 
legal/contractual 
framework

Clarification The legal/contractual framework should provide for the consumer 
(account holder) having to give his or hers explicit (written) authorisation 
to the TP and to his or hers PSP before the TP can provide any  services 
relating to the payment account. 

General - A 
legal/contractual 
framework

Clarification The account servicing PSP must provide its approval to the TP accessing 
the payment account and possibly initiating a payment transaction, 
comparable to a power of attorney. In addition to this, a number of other 
areas (e.g. allocation of liability, execution timelines, extent of information 
and service, information provided to customers) will be impacted by the 
relevant TP when accessing the payment account and possibly initiating a 
payment transaction. In order to ascertain that PSP and TP 
recommendations, demands and possibilities are the same towards the 
consumers, (in order not to confuse them), continuous and close 
cooperation is needed. This is only possible when there is an agreement 
between the different actors. In addition, the contracts between on the 
one hand TP and PSP and customers and on the other hand TP and PSP 
need to be transparent and in conformity with each other as regards 
Payment Account Access Services.

General - A 
legal/contractual 
framework

Clarification The contractual relationship has to ensure an end-to-end service level of 
the payment. The contractual relationship also has to ensure non 
diversified instructions to the account owner; from TP and PSP, as regards 
for instance, education, information, setting of limits, additional services. 

General - A 
legal/contractual 
framework

Clarification The account servicing PSP: s bear significant costs for developing and 
maintaining a secure online banking infrastructure. If this infrastructure is 
beeing used by third parties, the account servicing PSP should be able to 
charge a reasonable fee for the service, based on a contractual 
relationship.



General - Supervision Amendment/clarification Furthermore, the Association believes that it is of the utmost importance 
that TP be put under a regulatory regime with supervision creating an 
equal footing with banks/PSP: s. Many of the recommendations and KC: s 
which the Association can support, and find essential, only find a meaning 
and content if the TP: s are effectively supervised, e.g. recommendation 10 
and its subsequent KC: s. This could, as the Forum suggests in the 
document, be achieved by extending the scope of the Payment Services 
Directive to cover also TP: s.

General - Supervision Clarification What will be the legal basis for TP-services, until necessary legislation such 
as for example changes in the PSD become effective?

General - Supervision Clarification Supervisory authorities must ensure compliance with 
recommendations/regulations covering all types of TP:s.

General - Legal scope Clarification The Account servicing PSP must have the right to deny access for specific 
TP:s based on other criteria than security requirements such as AML 
requirements, financial status, ethics norms (for example companies that 
sell products that encourages illegal activities).

General - Data protection Clarification European and national data protection law have to prevail.

General - Legal scope Clarification What are the rules and what will be the legal basis for TP:s not based in the 
EU, providing services within the EU?

General - Legal scope Clarification In case TP:s will be allowed to initiate payments based on cards then the 
TP must adhere to the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (the 
PCIDSS undertaking).

General - Legal scope Clarification
The recommendations must also declare who should authorize the TP: s 
security solution and system architecture to ensure that it is on par or 
above the ECB recommendations. Same apply if several TP: s organize into 
a Governance Authority (GA), who approves a common solution.

General - Service levels Clarification The involvement of TP:s services shall not affect the service levels of the 
PSP:s towards the account owners/PSP customers. 



General - Access limits Amendment/clarification
The Association also would like to stress that an access to account by using 
account owner credentials, gives access not only to the account owner 
account information, but to all data within the e-banking service including 
third party information. 
Most banks offer a variety of services within the e-banking service. Access 
to account through account owner credentials will give access not only to 
account balance and payment initiation services but also to securities 
portfolios including transactions and sending orders. Further all 
information on cards (including open/close for use), insurances, loan 
applications, loan information, mortgage loans, e-invoice services, e-
identification services, e-banking secured e-mail. It also gives access to 
order or register changes, to delete or to customize data. All of the above 
can also in principle be accessible for third party information; like family 
accounts, custody and information through proxies.

General - KYC Clarification How can the PSP be sure that it is a genuine customer/person that has 
ordered a particular service by the TP? How is the identity controlled by 
the TP? It is an indispensable condition that the TP has controlled the 
identity of the customer and that it can be proven that this has been done.

General - Security Clarification The security level of TP: s has to be equivalent to the security level  of the 
PSP: s online banking application at all times. Additional security levels can 
be agreed upon. However, less security than what is offered by PSP: s 
online banking applications from time to time, shall not be accepted. 

General - Security Comment A new type of crime has emerged, stolen identity, where fraudulent 
actions are beeing committed in a stolen name/identity. This is one more 
reason for protecting account owners from fraudulent access to personal 
online banking information.



General - Impact analysis Clarification In order to assure full security concerning TP: s access to payment account 
overlay services ("Impersonalisation") and the use of account owner 
credentials, an exhaustive analysis  of the impact of such services is 
needed.

KC 3.3 Amendment/clarification As described above this consideration requires an agreement between TP 
and PSP.  In such an agreement there should be clearly defined terms of 
accountability in case of unauthorized transactions, skimming, phishing or 
other fraudulent transactions. The PSP liability should be carried by the TP 
when appropriate. 

Recommendation 4 and 
subsequent KC: s

Amendment/clarification This recommendation and subsequent KC: s require TP: s to implement 
security measures to mitigate risks, to have processes in place to monitor, 
track and restrict access to sensitive data, ensure data minimization etc. All 
these KC: s require that the TP falls under sufficient supervision and 
control,  supervisors with the right to “pull a license”  or close down an 
operation in case of breaches of the recommendations and/or privileged 
customer information.

BP 4.1 Clarification What exactly are TP security tools? The concept of TP security tools have 
to be described in more detail, including liability. Also, the security 
differences between PSP credentials and TP security tools need to be 
explained. This is a crucial issue, in order to maintain trust.  The examples 
should be deleted.

BP 4.2 Comment TP: s could make use (as a relying party) of general federated e-id 
authentication methods, such as BankID and Mobile BankID in Sweden, in 
order to ensure security and trust from both consumers and account 
servicing PSP: s.

KC 5.2 Amendment Logfiles must not be edited or changed in any way. A new transaction 
would have to be created instead. 

KC 5.6 Amendment/clarification This consideration cannot be fulfilled, without an agreement. 



BP 5.1 Clarification/deletion The Association interprets this BP as one possible method of detecting 
when a TP is the one accessing the account and not the customer and is 
therefore a natural consequence of KC 5.6. The Association however 
believes that it is somewhat unrealistic that a bank/PSP should issue two 
sets of credentials. One when the customer is using his “normal” internet 
banking service and another when a TP is being used. It has therefore to be 
investigated in detail if this is a possible solution. 

KC 6.1, 7.1, Rec 9 several Clarification/deletion Any "where applicable" should be avoided or clearly described.  

KC 6.2 Clarification It will not be possible to ascertain that the demand for customer 
responsibilities and liabilities are the same towards the customer, from the 
PSP and from the TP. How will the customer know what are his/her 
responsibilities and liabilities, when perhaps different between PSP and 
TP? These are some of the open questions the Association has identified in 
this context.

KC 7.2 Deletion This KC should be deleted because TPs should not be allowed to change 
sensitive payment data.

KC 8.2 Amendment/clarification This KC is much too weak. The banks have strong authentication as a 
prerequisite for entering the internet bank!

Rec 9 Clarification PSP: s security services and polices shall not be affected by TP: s. It must 
also be clear that recommendation 9 refers to logon to the TP solution.  

KC 9.4 Amendment Please amend to "access to a designated payment account". This KC is a 
good example that TP must be put under supervision in order for an 
effective monitoring that this KC is followed.

Kc 10.5 Clarification Responsibilities between parties (PSP, TP, e-merchant) have to be clearly 
defined in contractual agreements.



Recommendation 11 Amendment Sensitive payment data means both transaction data and authentication 
data. It is advisable not to allow third parties to store authentication data. 
Data protection requirements must also at all times be observed. 

 
Kc 11.6 Clarification In case of misuse, PSP: s should be entitled to cancel any contractual 

agreement. 
BP 11.2 Deletion This BP should be deleted. The Association refers to KC 11.4, where this is 

already covered.
KC 12.4 Clarification The Association questions whether it is possible for a customer at all times 

to fully understand when he or she is directed to a site that is not secure 
and has a valid certificate. It is a far reaching requirement which of course 
fulfills a good intention, but could be difficult for a customer to live up to in 
practice.

Recommendation 13 Clarification The customer can set limits within the PSP: s Internet bank, as well as 
towards TP. What if these limits are not the same, which limit should 
prevail? In order not to have diversified rules/conditions between PSP and 
TP, this needs to be covered in a bilateral agreement between PSP and TP. 

Glossary of terms Clarification At a minimum there must be a definition for the meaning of account 
information in this context.

Final comments (Trust 
and reliability)

Comment The final solution for account access by TP, will have an important impact 
on the existing trust and reliability within the account information and 
payment area. Any misbehavior or failure to support customer account 
security or any complicated security solution will result in deep distrust in 
the financial sector, hard to rehabilitate.  
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